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Before Part 61



FIM & eventually CAAP 155-1 in 2007

• CASA specific AFM to CASA template 
of limited scope until 2002 so
• No recognition of original certification
• Scant reference, if any, to the original 

AFM and the proven spin recovery 
method

• Each flight school made up their own, 
different, handling notes

• Spin defined (in the FIM but 
nowhere in the CAAP) as:

“a condition of stalled flight in which 
the aeroplane describes a spiral 
descent”

No standards and nil requirements for 
underpinning knowledge.
The CAAP introduced recommended 
standards.



BEFORE THE INTERNET

• What info did the pilot have on spinning the Decathlon as there 

was diddly squat in the Australian AFM and the FAA approved 

AFM had been discarded per Australian law.

• In 1983 there was no general knowledge of aggravated spins 

eg accelerated.



YouTube Video – Chipmunk Spin Accident

https://youtu.be/0U57BbbZfm8

https://youtu.be/0U57BbbZfm8


Bad Spin Training



Bad Spin Training

“Furthermore, the pilot was taught a spin recovery method that was not 
effective for recovering from such spins in the aircraft. ….. aircraft’s flight 
manual had not been approved by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority and did 
not include advice on spin recovery. The mandatory, Civil Aviation Safety 
Authority-approved flight manual contained spin recovery advice.

All of the pilot’s spin training was to the left. According to the pilot’s logbook, 
endorsements for wingovers, aileron rolls and spin recovery were approved on 
7 July 2013, after 3.5 hours of aerobatic instruction.

Prior to their Chipmunk training, the pilot had conducted spin recovery 
training in a DH-82 Tiger Moth and an American Champion Citabria.

The pilot reported that his actions for spin recovery were normally to apply 
full opposite rudder and a small amount of opposite aileron, and to centralise 
the elevators. The method did not vary between any of the aircraft types 
flown by the pilot.”



Bad Spin Training

“The flying instructor who endorsed the pilot for spin recovery reported using and 
teaching the following method for spin recovery in the Chipmunk:

• throttle closed

• full opposite rudder

• neutral aileron

• move the elevators about two thirds of the way from full back towards the 
central stick position but not all the way.

The second instructor could not specifically recall teaching the pilot, but described 
a similar spin recovery method with the exception that the pilot should continue 
pushing the control stick forwards (elevators down) until the rotation ceases. The 
flying school’s chief flying instructor reported that forward stick should be applied 
during spin recovery.

A flight manual for the Chipmunk used by the pilot’s flying school was a reprint of 
a 1966 UK military flight manual and was not specifically approved for, or tailored 
to, the flying school’s Chipmunk. On spin recovery, it gave” correct information 
however – why didn’t the instructor follow it!



Chipmunk Spin Recovery

a) check throttle CLOSED;

b) check ailerons CENTRAL;

c) apply full OPPOSITE RUDDER;

d) PAUSE;

e) move the stick firmly FORWARD against the increasing stick force and stick 
buffet, IF NECESSARY TO THE FRONT STOP and hold it there until rotation 
ceases;

f) when rotation ceases CENTRALISE the rudder control and ease out of the 
ensuing dive

In Australia prior to 2002, CASA and its predecessors prepared, approved and 
issued AFMs for light civil aircraft. The flight manual in use for UPD was one such 
manual, approved specifically for that aircraft by CASA’s predecessor in 1988. It 
did not include guidance on spin recovery.

CASA advised that operators of civil T Mk 10 aircraft were required to use the 2002 
flight manual.

According to the aircraft type design organisation, the owner of UPD did not 
purchase the newer flight manual.



Instructor Responsibility & Liability

“The pilot and first instructor reported that during instruction and 
evaluation in the Chipmunk, spin recovery action would commence 
after about one or one and a half turns ….. They reported that the spin 
would cease after a further one or one and a half turns. The flying 
school’s operations manual did not include instructions on the 
appropriate number of turns in a spin before recovery should be 
attempted, and the chief flying instructor advised that spin recovery 
would normally be initiated within about two turns.”

• So, just incipient spins and only to the left. The correct spin 
recovery procedure was not taught!

• The standard of training provided by this flight school and this 
instructor makes me angry.



Blunt Instrument
Quite rightly, CASA has recognised that “old” instructors may not be 
current nor competent in the new Part 61 standards but has tackled 
that with a crude, blunt instrument: CASA 62/20 - Conditions on 
authorisations — flight crew licences and aircraft endorsements 
(Edition 3).

Action per this instrument would not have saved those in that Chipmunk accident as the instructor would’ve 
demonstrated competency in the type the flight school generally used. Part 61 spin instructors are only 
required to know the spin behaviour of the type they were trained on.

Professional instructors would ensure they get up to speed on the new standards anyway.

Instructors must also make themselves familiar with the behaviour of different types – isn’t that important?



Part 61 Spin Training Endorsement 
Requirements



Does this mean to get it to the fully 
developed phase or not (some types cannot 
achieve that)? Why use text rather than the 
words generally used to describe a spin?

This text can lead to confusion. Does it mean to 
stop the yaw and only then  then unstall the 
wing? Instead, why not simply state to stop the 
spin using the method appropriate for that type?



DEFINITIONS

From the FAR 23 Flight Test Guide

That is the definition of the spin applicable to the AFM!



UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE
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Refer the new AC 61-16 Spin avoidance and stall recovery training. 

It is important to know what to expect if 

different control actions are made

eg an accelerated spin.



UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE

It is very important to know 

what is in the AFM!



Video – Proper & Improper Spin Recovery

https://youtu.be/vETMS-QI_8I

https://youtu.be/vETMS-QI_8I
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7.5 hrs total

3.2 hrs total

10.7 hrs total classroom time just for spins

24.0 hrs
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TOTALS:          5.5        4.0 + TEST

OVERALL TOTALS           18.2       5.0 

MORE IF TAILWHEEL

The requirement for a thorough 
understanding of underpinning 
knowledge was removed from the 
Flight Examiner Handbook. So, the 
standard of knowledge  required is 
only basic!



Instructor training must be 
done at an approved flight 
school which has an approved 
syllabus and authorised 
instructors.

Types used for ab initio training 
such as these are quite suitable 
for instructor spin training.

Can the requirement to “establish an 
upright spin” be met in types like the 
Airtourer T-6 and Cessna 172? They 
won’t do a fully developed spin.

Specialised types are capable 
of going far beyond the 
requirements with other spin 
modes: inverted, flat, 
accelerated and transition 
spins. I prefer to wear a 
parachute for such operations 
(a subject in itself).

Instructor spin training 
in a tailwheel aeroplane 
requires competency in 
landings for the test.

I am wary of uncertified types. Tribal knowledge of the 
Yak 52 is appropriate. RV recommends that spins not 
be performed and warns of adverse effects of builder 
modifications. W&B is often an issue.



• CASA template

• Spin recovery method

• Demo spin – incipient & patter

• Practice:
• Focus on correct technique first
• Then ensure fully developed

• Number of turns?

• Recovery from unintentional spin



Advanced Spinning

• CASA MOS doesn’t require a spin instructor to know any more than a pilot 
with a spin endorsement with knowledge of one airplane type only.

• The CASA standard is very low!

• My opinion is that instructors should know about:
• different types and their different recovery methods
• the aggravated spin modes



Video - Accelerated Spin

Recovery from an accelerated 
spin will take longer or may not 
even be possible. Return to the 
normal spin mode and then 
apply normal recovery controls.

https://youtu.be/jVE_NVEg3ws

https://youtu.be/jVE_NVEg3ws


Transition Spin and PARES

• The Decathlon (and others) can neatly transition from a fully developed upright spin 
to an inverted spin by applying full forward stick and then full opposite rudder

• The spin slows down, appears to stop and quickly transitions to inverted

• The direction of yaw has reversed however the direction of roll remains the same 
which can be disorientating

• Per Rich Stowell in his video: to avoid the accelerated spin and transition spin 
modes apply full opposite rudder first followed by the elevator!

• That is the reason for the standard spin recovery PARE.

• From the FAR 23 Flight Test Guide: “Recoveries should consist of throttle reduced to 
idle, ailerons neutralized, full opposite rudder, followed by forward elevator control as 
required to get the wing out of stall and recover to level flight. For acrobatic category 
spins, the manufacturer may establish additional recovery procedures, provided they 
show compliance for those procedures with this section.”

• I use PARES to emphasise that both Rudder and Elevator are generally required 
before rotation Stops.

• See the excellent references at https://www.richstowell.com/

https://www.richstowell.com/


TEXTBOOKS …… QUESTIONS?
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